
What’s in the Box?
Scientists spend time exploring mysteries, sharing their 
findings, and thinking of ways to test their ideas further.

In this experiment students will:
• Make and record observations 
• Generate a claim using evidence
• Discuss their claims and observations with a partner

1. Observation:
“Use some sentence frames to write down or draw your observations.”
  This can be done as a group on the board, or indivdually on paper or in science journals.

• I observed 

• When I do                            , I noticed

2. Make a claim:
“Next, draw or write a claim about the item(s) in your box.”
  As an alternative to writing, students can be challenged to draw a picture of their prediction.

• I believe the item is (shaped like, made of, sized) 

   because                         (it sounds like, I hear, it seems to)

Writing / composition:

3. Possible extension:
  To create a longer exploration, students can generate ideas for further exploration. If time permits 
   students can conduct additional experiments to refine their claims.

• To test my claim, the next experiment I would try is

   because

Some ideas for other experiments the students could do include asking to have the object placed into 
a different type of box, and / or using a magnet to see if the object inside is metallic. 



Pair-share
“Use some sentence frames to discuss your ideas with a partner.”

• I think the item is                       because

• I agree and also noticed

• I have a different idea. I think  
   because

Potential objects:
Whatever you like!

Discussion

Mystery box variations

Paperclip

Marble

Flour

Clothespin

Wooden Block

Dice 
Playing Card

Lego
Small Ball

Rice

Key RingSand

Other modifications:
• Use mystery boxes to introduce components of the next investigation

• Items to identify by touch

• Items to identify by smell

• Multiple boxes to compare (different types of boxes, different contents)

• After individually observing 1 box, students use discourse (no shaking 
boxes!) to find someone who seems to have the same item in their box.
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